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WHO RULES THE WORLD?

GLOBAL FLASHPOINTS THEME OF 2014 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
140 people packed House of Lords Committee
Room 4a on 25 November for UfP's 2014
Annual Conference on 'Who Rules the World?
- Flashpoints & Power Rivalries from Europe
to Far East'. Introducing the theme, Lord
[Frank] Judd [a former International
Development Minister] stressed growing
global uncertainty, instability and 'immense
security challenges' as political and economic
power centres shifted. Increasingly insecure, people yearned for
clear identity: "humanity must move from local and national identities to true internationalism." Demonising Putin was dangerous:
now insecure, Russia needed to be within effective global partnerships.
Chair Rita Payne [Commonwealth Journalists' Association] said
uncertainty was widespread in Africa, where many governments
backed multi-national corporations with special deals enabling
them to exploit Africa's natural resources, often to local communities' detriment.
Humphrey Hawksley [BBC Foreign Correspondent] criticised
USA/West for backing the overthrow of democratically elected
governments – President Morsi in Egypt and President Yanukovich
in Ukraine – rather than awaiting future elections. These negative
precedents undermined the advance of democracy. Governance
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of post-dictator states [eg. Libya] before
establishment of viable democracy, was now
a critical issue for the global community. Asia
– Turkey to Japan – "driven by making
money, building development and infrastructure, and advancing education and science",
would "balance the West". China posed a
key challenge to the West: as a new power
it had lifted millions out of poverty, doing so
without democracy. Sino-Japanese rivalry was causing tensions,
but many institutions of Asia-Pacific co-operation reduced the dangers of regional conflict.
Mary Dejevsky [Independent columnist] stressed Russia and
the Ukraine crisis had been 'catastrophically mis-read' by most
Western politicians and commentators. Putin's annexation of
Crimea accorded with his 'uncanny ability' to sense Russian public
opinion 'centre of gravity' but had unleashed pro-expansion
nationalist forces. The West exaggerated Putin's power: "a weak
leader in charge of a weak country", he was circumspect: the
West's response should be constructive engagement, not sanctions. Obama, knowing the limits of US power, aimed to get
Americans used to living in a multi-centric, multi-polar world; perhaps EU use of 'collaborative power' suggested "where power is
moving".
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Editorial: UfP Peace Programme for 2015
At a time of increasing tension over Ukraine, continuing wars
around Islamic State and in Syria, rising Islamophobia across
Europe, terrorism from Nigeria to Paris, Sino-Japanese rivalry
intensifying, and racism, intolerance and extremism resurgent in
many regions, the world seems to be descending into a dangerous situation. In the face of this many-sided crisis, Uniting for
Peace has launched a bold programme of events and initiatives
to influence and change public opinion and policies in the direction of peace, disarmament, harmony and sustainable development.

approaches in 2015, UfP will be hosting its Annual Erskine Childers
Lecture in September on the theme of 'United Nations at 70 –
Its Successes, Failures and Future Prospects for Peace'.
Most importantly, it will explore how UN can pursue its Charter
goals of ending the scourge of war, work for nuclear disarmament,
promote sustainable development, protect human rights, tackle
climate change, and generally create peace and justice for all.
[Event date & venue to be announced].
With the current crisis between Islam and the West [and within
both about history, faith and society], there is urgent need for
human solidarity, deep understanding, secularism and multi-culturalism, to overcome extremism, hatred and violence. The UfP
office in Edinburgh will be continuing its series of Inter-Faith for
Peace events of inter-faith dialogue and analysis of key peace
issues, fostering mutual understanding and sharing peace insights
between different faiths, thereby contributing to community harmony and wider peace awareness. [Contact Edinburgh office for
programme].

The March 21 2015 AGM & Spring Conference on 'Britain's
Global Role in a Changing World' will be a pre-Election
'Hustings' event focused on critical issues of peace, extremism,
violence and Britain's role in the EU, with speakers from across
the political spectrum. The magazine special General Election
Supplement for all members and supporters will further highlight
key peace issues relevant for ballot box decision.
Post-Election, the May 23 UfP all-day conference will explore the
theme of 'Surviving the 21st Century – Global Challenges,
Threats and Prospects for Peace'. Analysis of its topics – wars
and militarism, political economy and globalisation, Islam and the
West, and peacebuilding initiatives – will widen and deepen the
discussions of the previous event. Please come to both!

By means of these upcoming events and initiatives in 2015, UfP
aims to inform and reflect upon today's urgent world issues, and
create and lobby for policy developments, with the hope of pointing the way forward to a just and peaceful world. We invite you to
join us.

As the 70th anniversary of the foundation of the United Nations

Vijay Mehta [UfP Chair] & Brian Cooper [ UfP Co-ordinator]

WHO RULES THE WORLD? continued from front page
Russia had annexed Crimea to prevent its Sevastopol strategic
naval base falling under pro-US control.

Guy Arnold [author on North-South issues] said the West should
have ended NATO when the Cold War ended, and focused on
good relations with Russia. Post-USSR break-up, Russia felt
deeply insecure, having had little time to adjust to 'end of empire'.
On 'Who Rules the World?' he identified three key forces: multinational corporations, radical Islamist jihadism, and major states
making key decisions, supremely USA. US-Chinese rivalry was
increasing: in 2012 Obama announced shift of 40% of US military
power from Europe to South China Sea area to counter China's
rise. But a US 'ring-fence around China' would be a major error :
China was militarily weak compared with USA, but forecast to
equal its economic power by 2020.

Rev. Brian Cooper [UfP Churches & Inter-faith Secretary] said
only diplomacy affirming all relevant states' security interests
could resolve Ukraine. Putin, first leader to alert the global community to the dangers of Islamist jihadism, had suppressed it in
Chechnya. 'Islamic State' in Iraq/Syria had greatly increased this
danger, more so with Boko Haram in Nigeria and Al-Shebab in East
Africa. ISIS, like Osama bin Laden, aimed to restore the Caliphate
[which fell with the Ottoman Empire]. Islamist jihadism was also
inspired by Egyptian anti-Western Sayyid Qutb [1906-66],
Ayatollah Khomeini's Iranian Revolution, and responses to US
interventions. Driven by heretical Islamism and with major
resources, ISIS menaced Muslim regimes deemed 'heretical', and
the West. Only Islam re-affirmed as religion of peace, a comprehensive Middle East settlement, and development aid to end mass
poverty, would defeat it.

UfP Chair Vijay Mehta said the world had ceased to be ruled by
sole superpower USA, but was yet to be governed by UN-centred
rules-based systems. US/NATO expansionism in Ukraine and
exploitation of Middle East tensions, backed by media manipulation, boosted the profits of US arms companies. Pro-war policies
of dominant political and economic powers had to be challenged
by peace activists: bombing could never defeat ideology nor heal
sectarian conflicts – but only kill the innocent, multiply enemies
and provoke more terrorism. Cold War confrontation and militarism must be replaced by EU-Russia, US-Middle East co-operation for peaceful solutions. A global citizens' movement could lay
foundations of a non-violent, non-militaristic world and culture of
peace.

Daniel Jakopovich [peace researcher] defined UK as 'bridge
power' between US and EU. Its ruling elite had close links with the
military and arms industries, which received state subsidies – 'UK
military capitalism' – and all actively upheld Middle East despots.
UK had close links to US project of global power and profit hegemony. Such fundamental issues were generally not debated in UK
media, and never raised in UK Parliament: peace activists needed
to expose these dangers of the military-industrial complex.

Luckshan Abeysuriya [Author,International Relations] said UN
Security Council's weakness made it unable to solve the Ukraine
crisis. Within Russia, Putin was a 'Holywood idol' political leader;
globally, he "wants to re-create a new version of USSR" with the
Eurasian Economic Union [so far comprising Russia, Belarus,
Kyrgistan, Armenia], which he hopes could become a counterweight to the EU. He had keenly wanted Ukraine to join EEU, but
USA,Germany, Poland and France had pulled Ukraine to the West.
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Open Forum issues included: global availability of weaponry as a
cause of wars; importance of local activism to spread awareness
and initiate action on global issues; potentially dangerous consequences of US current 'containment' policies against Russia and
China; global economic and political power of major multi-national corporations. [Full Report – See UfP Website]
Report by Rev. Brian Cooper & Daphne Smalling
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EDINBURGH INTER-FAITH PEACE EVENT
good' involved key imperatives for peace-making: non-violence,
human rights, seeking forgiveness and reconciliation, promoting
economic justice, and limiting power. The Vatican saw solidarity
and fraternity as "the basis of building Middle East peace". Pope
Benedict XV1, visiting the Holy Land in 2012, had urged "an
ongoing process" for peace, with religious freedom at its root;
Pope Francis 1, on his 2014 visit, had stressed "rejection of all
violence" as fundamental, with "violence in the name of religion
anathema to the Catholic Church." The Vatican supported a twostate solution for Israel/Palestine, with Jerusalem recognised as
"City of God – special city for the three Abrahamic faiths: it should
not be under a single political entity, but have special status."

Middle East and Ukraine loomed large at UfP's December 5 2014
Christian-Muslim inter-faith peace event co-arranged with
Annandale Street Mosque, Edinburgh, on 'Global Threats &
Global Prospects - Faith Reflections for World Peace'.
Opening, Rev. Brian Cooper [UfP Churches & Inter-Faith
Secretary] declared: "At this time when religion is associated with
violence in many parts of the world, it is vitally important religions
work together on peace issues, and be seen to be doing so."
Muslim speaker Mr. Aurangzeb Haneef – researcher at
Alwaleed Centre for Study of Islam [Edinburgh University] – on
Islam and Peace-Building in the Modern World, saw many
Muslim societies in crisis due to internal sectarian conflicts and
external ones with non-Muslim forces – 'Jihad'. Faith-related
violence, historically found in other world religions too, always
arose in specific socio-political contexts. Muslim societies today
suffered many negatives: post-World War One fall of Ottoman
Caliphate, 'reactionary Islamic discourse' as a key response, Cold
War interference, authoritarian regimes, failure of Arab
Nationalism, and Western interventions post-9/11. Iran's Islamic
Revolution, mujahideen anti-Soviet victory in Afghanistan, and
9/11, had encouraged extreme anti-Western interpretations of
Islam focused on re-establishing an anti-Western Caliphate. All
this had been disastrous for Muslim societies – limiting freedom,
causing intolerance and unleashing violence. Re-assertion of
Islamic peace-building values – mercy, compassion, sanctity of
life, forgiveness, reconciliation and the "overall moral thrust of the
Qur'an" – was essential for Middle East and global peace.

Rev. Brian Cooper said faith organisations had "significant
record and continuing role in peace-making": eg. Northern Ireland
grassroots Catholic-Protestant co-operation had helped create
conditions for the Good Friday Agreement; South African churches
had assisted peaceful transition from apartheid; UK churches had
lobbied governments on international aid. On Ukraine, the
Churches' role was a 'neglected factor'. Early violence in Kiev saw
Orthodox priests of different confessions in peace witness
between insurgents and police – later, pro-nationalist Kiev
Patriarchate Orthodox were anti-Russian while Moscow
Patriarchate Orthodox urged reconciliation. In separatist Donetsk
and Luhansk, many Orthodox feared Kiev imposing "EU's secular
human rights" against traditional Christian values; some deemed
their anti-Kiev struggle a 'crusade'. Open Forum urged cooperation of Christians, Jews and Muslims as essential element in
Middle East peace-building. Also, major world religions shared
many ethical values, which commonality should be made
operative for the benefit of the global community.
[Full Report – See UfP website]
Report by Rev. Brian Cooper

Ms. Arianna Andreangeli of Pax Christi [Roman Catholic] set
the Role of the Vatican in Peace-Making in the Middle East
in the context of Catholic Social Teaching, based on "solidarity
with the oppressed and needy". Its centrality of 'the common
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Motivating for Peace: Protecting the Planet
Motivating for personal and global peace is
the theme of Ecocide law advocate Polly
Higgins’ I Dare You to be Great [Clink
Street – 6.99]. She declares: “Stand up and
speak out. We get to determine what the
future is. Let’s engage in the big questions of
our time, not ones we already know the
answers to. Ask questions – big ones that
make a difference. Once you find the answer,
let’s make it happen.” Calling on leaders to
step into their greatness as she travels the
world advising on a law of Ecocide, she
realised greatness begins with the self. To
break the cycles of harm at work in the world
– ‘Ecocides’ – is to break them within
ourselves.

you

I DARE TO BE

Great–

POLLY HIGGINS
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Reflecting her story as an Earth lawyer
dedicated to creating a legal duty of care for
the Earth, she poses the choice: “Break our
chains and create a greater freedom, or
remain enslaved to an era of Ecocide.”
Combining self-development with ecological
care, the book aims to touch that space
within us where we yearn for something far
more profound. Its distinctive angle laying
the ethical and moral foundations for peacemaking is commended for study.
[This unusual book by a UfP supporter is
available from Stroud Bookshop, 23 High
Street, Stroud GL5 1AS – 01453 - 756646 /
297662 : bookshopstroud@waitrose.com].
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Review: Global Order, Disorder and Peace
Failed states – eg. Libya and others in Africa – both result from
conflict and perpetuate it. In his magisterial survey of historical and
current development of state systems, Political Order and
Political Decay [Profile, £25, ISBN: 978-1846684364], Francis
Fukuyama sees strong institutions, rule of law, accountability, and
lack of corruption, as fundamental for governance responsive to
citizens' needs – and stability conducive to peace. Yet liberal
democracy, now challenged by Chinese,lslamist and other systems,
may not prove 'the universal ideal'. Tension between the latter and
a Westphalia-style rules-based global system accepting differences
between states, is key thread in Henry
Kissinger's equally penetrating World
Order [Allen Lane £25, ISBN: 978-0241004265]. Once architect of East-West and
US-China detente, at 91 he still advocates
pursuing world peace through high-level
WORLD
diplomacy balancing the claims of idealism
ORDER
and
pragmatic
realpolitik.
Peace
campaigners readily perceiving the flaws of
this top-down approach [and recall his
Cambodian catastrophe] yet should
carefully study this major work. Kissinger
Reflections on the Character of
Nations and the Course of History
believes unless Ukraine is a 'bridge
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country' between East and West not aligned with either, a new
Cold War is inevitable; Gorbachev squarely condemns USA for
starting one by turning the anti-President Yanukovich street
protests into violent coup to wrest Ukraine from Russian influence
into the US/NATO/EU orbit. [Yanukovich could have been
peacefully voted out in 2014's presidential election]. The
complexities of Ukrainian history and recent events are analysed
by UfP member Luckshan Abeysuriya in his fact-packed and
insightful Ukraine's Long & Hard Road to the European
Union [£16, ISBN: 978-0953183944], rightly stressing the current
East-West 'tug of war' is rooted in
centuries of division within Ukraine UKRAINE’S LONG &
between its West [oriented to Poland, HARD ROAD TO THE
EUROPEAN UNION
Austria-Hungary and Catholicism] and its
East [oriented to imperial and Soviet
Russia, and Orthodoxy]. Ukraine joining
NATO "is neither prudent politics nor
economics"; recent crisis has badly stalled
prospects of Ukraine joining EU. Critical
of both Putin and Ukraine's president
Poroshenko, the author sees only
constructive dialogue between them
LUCKSHAN
ABEYSURIYA
resolving the crisis.

AGM and SPRING CONFERENCE 2015

‘Britain’s Global Role in a Changing World’
UK GENERAL ELECTION 2015 – SPECIAL ‘HUSTINGS’ EVENT
Conservative – Green – Labour – Liberal Democrat – UKIP speakers
Chaired by Rita Payne [President, Commonwealth Journalists Assn.] & Vijay Mehta [UfP Chair]
SATURDAY 21 MARCH 2015: 10.30am – 4.30pm WESLEY’S CHAPEL – CITY OF LONDON
49 City Road, London EC1Y 1AU – Old Street & Moorgate nearest Tube stations

SUMMER CONFERENCE 2015

‘Surviving the 21st century: Global Challenges, Threats & Prospects for Peace’
THEMES: War & Militarism, Political Economy & Globalisation: Islam & the West
SATURDAY 23 MAY 2015: 10.30am – 4.30pm WESLEY’S CHAPEL – CITY OF LONDON
49 City Road, London EC1Y 1AU – Old Street & Moorgate nearest Tube stations
Registration/information for above events: vijay@vmpeace.org • 0207-790-1999 • 0131-446-9545
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